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From Today to Eternity: A Study of Biblical Prophecy

and End Times Volume 2 by Walter R. Scarborough

"From Today to Eternity: A Study of

Biblical Prophecy and End Times Volume

2"  unravels the prophecies and end

times events outlined in the sacred

scriptures

YORBA LINDA, CALIFORNIA, USA, June

12, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Numerous Christians seek solace and

guidance in the Bible when faced with

confusion and worry about the future.

The biblical prophecies, however, can

at times seem overpowering owing to

the elaborate wording used in the

sacred scriptures. This can create a

spiritual veil that prevents

understanding and instills anxiety.

Author Walter R. Scarborough presents

his new release, "From Today to Eternity: A Study of Biblical Prophecy and End Times Volume 2,"

to offer clarity and hope in response to this pressing need.

Scarborough's inquiry reveals that prophecy and end-time events make up a significant portion

of the Bible, with a substantial number of these prophecies still awaiting fulfillment. In the first

installment of his two-volume work, he establishes the necessary foundation by presenting key

concepts, background information, and crucial theological aspects that are essential for the

study of end-times prophecies. This second volume will explore in greater detail the prophetic

events that are expected to unfold in the future.

In agreement with many scholars and instructors of prophecy, Scarborough claims that

humanity is living amid the biblical end times. He provides a thorough analysis of prophetic

scripture, exploring different interpretive viewpoints including literal interpretation, futuristic,

dispensational, pretribulational, premillennial, and the belief that the church does not replace

Israel.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/Today-Eternity-Study-Biblical-Prophecy/dp/1963050800/ref=monarch_sidesheet
https://www.amazon.com/Today-Eternity-Study-Biblical-Prophecy/dp/1963050800/ref=monarch_sidesheet


Reader Mogul praises the book in his Amazon review, describing it as an "illuminating read". Its

approach to explaining the complexities of the Bible is compelling and easily understood,

providing encouragement and optimism rooted in biblical truth.

Walter R. Scarborough's insights light up the biblical perspective on the future, providing

guidance for those seeking understanding. With "From Today to Eternity: A Study of Biblical

Prophecy and End Times Volume 2," believers are empowered with the knowledge to confidently

navigate the present and look forward to the future with hope. Be a part of this revolutionary

discourse and visit Amazon and other online book retailers. Grab a copy today, available in

digital and paperback editions!
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